PSEUDO-INJECTIVE MODULES
a maximal ideal of R; so this situation satisfies the hypothesis of the proposition.
Since the additive group of each Al. is Z_, it follows that the module Al constructed in the proposition is pseudo-injective in this case.
In our second example, we see that Al can be a nonsingular module over a Boolean ring R; indeed, R itself is a pseudo-injective module (i.e. R is a self-pseudo-injective ring). Al.= Ly(F(R(l.>7SocR(l¿>*)) and using facts developed by Fuchs [l] to show that any monomorphism Rttz.
-> Al. is the inclusion map.
(ii) Using [l, Examples 3 and 4], the reader may also construct interesting examples of pseudo-injective modules Al over a noncommutative ring in a manner somewhat similar to Example 3.
